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Sociological and political discussions of culture have been predicated
a strong dichotomy between high culture-what goes on in museu
opera houses, symphony halls and theatresand popular culture, of both;
the folk and commercial varieties. Such culture critics as Dwight Mc<;
Donald (1957) and Theodor Adorno (1941) have based on this dichot-:
omy thorough-going critiques of popular culture and the mass media.;
Defenders of popular culture (Lowenthal, 1961; Gans, 1974) have ques- ,
tioned the normative aspect of the critique of popular culture, but have,,
for the most part, accepted the basic categories. The distinction between
high and popular culture has been implicit, as well, in the discussion of
public policy towards culture in both the United States and Great Britain
(DiMaggio and Useem, 1978).
Yet high and popular culture can be defined neither by qualities inherent to the work of art, nor, as some have argued, by simple reference
to the class character of their publics. The distinction between high
popular culture, in its American version, emerged in the period be
1850 and 1900 out of the efforts of urban elites to build organiz
forms that, first, isolated high culture and, second, differentiated
popular culture. Americans did not merely adopt available Eu
models. lnstead they groped their way to a workable distincti
until two distinct organizational f o r m s t h e private or semi-priva
profit cultural institution and the commercial popular-cultur
try-took shape did the highlpopular-culture dichotomy emerge in its
modern form. Once these organizational models developed, the first in
the bosom of elite urban status communities, the second in the relative
This article first appeared in Media, Culture and
permission of Sage Publications.
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impersonality of emerging regional and national markets, they shaped
the r61e that cultural institutions would play, the careers of artists, the
nature of the works created and performed, and the purposes and publics that cultural organizations would serve.
In this paper I will address only one side of this process of classifican, the institutionalization of high culture and the creation of distinctly
h-cultural organizations. While high culture could be defined only in
ition to popular culture, it is the process by which urban elites
an institutional system embodying their ideas about the high arts
that will engage us here. In order to grasp the extent to which the creaof modern high-cultural institutions was a task that irivolved elites
an organic group, we will focus on that process in one American city.
on in the nineteenth century was the most active center of American
d its elite-the Boston Brahmin-onstituted
the most well
tus group of any of the urban upper classes of this period.
For this reason the processes with which I am concerned appear here in
particularly clear relief.'
we look at Boston before 1850 we see a culture defined by the
t, the lectern and a collection of artistic efforts, amateurish by modn standards, in which effort rarely was made to distinguish between
t and entertainment, or between culture and commerce. The arts in
oston were not self-conscious; they drew few boundaries. While intellectuals and ministers distinguished culture that elevated the spirit from
that which debased it, there was relatively little agreement on what works
or genres constituted which (see Hatch, 1962; Harris, 1966). Harvard's
Pierian Sodality mixed popular songs with student compositions and works
by European fine-arts composers. The Philharmonic Society played classical concerts, but also backed visiting popular vocalists. Throughout this
period, most of Boston music was in the hands of commercial entrepreneurs. Gottlieb Graupner, the city's leading impresario in the 1830s, sold
sheet music and instruments, published songs and promoted concerts at
religious, classical and popular tunes mingled freely. (One typical
performance included a bit of Italian opera, a devotional song by Mrs
Graupner, a piece by Verdi, 'Bluebell of Scotland' and 'The Origin of
Common Nails', recited by Mr Bernard, a comedian.) The two exceptions, the Handel and Haydn Society and the Harvard Musical Association, founded in the 1840s and 1850s respectively, were associations of
amateurs and professionals that appealed only to a relatively narrow segment of the elite.
The visual arts were also organized on a largely commercial basis in
this era. In the 1840s, the American Art Union sold paintings by national lottery (Lynnes, 1953). These lotteries were succeeded, in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia, by private galleries. Museums were mod-
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elled on Barnum's (Barnurn, 1879; Harris, 1973): fine art was interspersed among" such curiosities as bearded women and mutant animal?
and popular entertainments were offered for the price of admission,.to
a clientele that included working people as well as the upper midtllc
class. Founded as a commercial venture in 1841, Moses Kemball's Boston Museum exhibited works by such painters as Sully and Peale alongside Chinese curiosities, stuffed animals, mermaids and dwarves. For:tl';c
entrance fee visitors could also attend the Boston Museum Theatre, whiclr
presented works by Dickens and Shakespeare as well as performances
by gymnasts and contortionists, and brought to Boston the leading players of the American and British stage (McGlinchee, 1940). T h e promiscuous combination of genres that later would be considered incompatible was not uncommon. As late as the 1880s, American circuses employeil
Shakespearian clowns who recited the bard's lines in full clown make-up
(Fellows and Freeman, 1936).
By 1910, high and popular culture were encountered far less frequently in the same settings. T h e distinction towards which Boston's clerics
and critics had groped 50 years before had emerged in institutional form.
T h e Boston Symphony Orchestra was a permanent aggregation, wresting the favor of Boston's upper class decisively from the commercial and
co-operative ensembles with which it first competed. T h e Museum of
Fine Arts, founded in 1873, was at the center of the city's artistic life, its
exhibitions complemented by those of Harvard and the eccentric Mrs
Gardner. Music and art critics might disagree on the merits of individual
conductors or painters; but they were united in an aesthetic ideology
that distinguished sharply between the nobility of art and the vulgarit).
of mere entertainment. T h e distinction between true art, distributed by
not-for-profit corporations managed by artistic professionals and governed closely by prosperous and influential trustees, and popular entertainment, sponsored by entrepreneurs and distributed via the market to
whomever would buy it, had taken a form that has persisted to the present. So, too, had the social distinctions that would differentiate the publics for high and popular culture.
'The sacralization of art, the definition of high culture and its opposite, popular culture and the institutionalization of this classification, was
I use
the work of men and women whom I refer to as cultural c~pil~1ist.i.
the term in two senses to describe the capitalists (and the professionals
whose wealth came from the participation of their families in the indus:
trial ventures-textiles, railroads and mining-of the day) who founded
the museums and the symphony orchestras that embodied and elaborated the high-cultural ideal. They were capitalists in the sense that their
wealth came from the management of industrial enterprises from which
they extracted a profit, and cultural capitalists in that they invested some

of these profits in the foundation and maintenance of distinctly cultural
enterprises. They also-and this is the second sense in which I use the
term-were collectors of what Bourdieu has called 'cultural capital',
knowledge and familiarity with styles and genres that are socially valued
and that confer prestige upon those who have mastered them (Bourdieu
and Passeron, 1977, 1979). It was the vision of the founders of the institutions that have become, in effect, the treasuries of cultural capital upon
which their descendants have drawn that defined the nature of cultural
capital in American society.'
T o create an institutional high culture, Boston's upper class had to
accomplish three concurrent, but analytically distinct, projects: entrepreneurship, classification and framing. By entrepreneurship, I mean
the creation of an organizational form that members of the elite could
control and govern. By classification, I refer to the erection of strong
and clearly defined boundaries between art and entertainment, the clefinition of a high art that elites and segments of the middle class could
appropriate as their own cultural property; and the acknowledgment of
that classification's legitimacy by other classes and the state. Finally, I use
the term framing to refer to the development of a new etiquette of appropriation, a new relationship between the audience and the work of
art.3
THE PREDECESSORS:
ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS BEFORE
THE GILDED AGE
By the close of the Civil War, Boston was in many ways the hub of Arnerica's cultural life. But, as Martin Green (1966) has illustrated, the unity
of the city's economic and cultural elite, the relative vibrancy of Harvard
and the vitality of the communal cultural associations of the elite-the
Handel and Haydn Society, the Athenaeum, the Dante Circle, the singing clubs-made Boston unique among America's cities. Godkin called
Boston 'the one place in America where wealth and the knowledge of
how to use it are apt to coincide' (ibid.: 4 1).
Yet at the close of the Civil War, Boston lacked the organizational
arrangements that could sustain a public 'high culture' distinct and insulated from more popular forms. As we have seen, the boundaries between high art and mass art were poorly drawn; artists and performers
had not yet segmented elite and popular markets. It is not that the wealthy
were uninterested in art. Henry Lee Higginson, later head of the Lee,
Higginson brokerage house and founder of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, could reminisce of his not atypical student days in Cambridge
in the mid-1850s:
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we hacl been to the Italian opera, getting there seats for twenty-five cents
in the upper gallery enjoying it highly. I had an inborn taste for music,
which was nourished by a few concerts in Boston and by the opera (Perry,
1921: 29).

fine-arts and light music indiscriminately. A memoir of the period recalls
a concert of the Germania Society (one of the better orchestras of this
type):
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One of the numbers was the "Railway Gallop,"-composer Forgottenduring the playing of which a little mock steam-engine kept scooting about
the floor of the hall, with black cotton wool smoke coming out of the funnel.

His wife recollected
There were private theatricals, sometimes in German, there was a German
class, and there were readings which finished with a delightful social gathering in the evening. He [Higginson] belonged to a private singing club in
Boston, and often went to James Savage's room in Holworthy, where there
was much informal singing and music (ibid.: 81).
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Many young Brahmins, like Higginson, spent time in Europe, studying
art o r music (e.g. Adams, 1928). And many more learned and played
music in o r around Boston (Whipple, n.d.), o r attended public lectures
on the arts.
Nor was there a lack of theories about the nature of good art. Although aesthetic philosophies blossomed after the high-culture institutions were established, even the mid-1850s nurtured aesthetic philosophers like Brook Farmer John S. Dwight, editor of Dwight's Journal of
MZLSZC.
Some Bostonians were aware of the latest developments in European music and acquainted with classical standards in the visual arts.
High culture (and by this I mean a strongly classified, consensually
defined body of art distinct from 'popular' fare) failed to develop in
Boston prior to the 1870s because the organizational models through
which art was distributed were not equipped to define and sustain such
a body and a view of art. Each of the three major models for organizing
the distribution of aesthetic experience before 1870-the for-profit firm,
thc co-operative enterprise and the communal association-was flawed
in some important way.
T h e problems of the privately owned, for-profit firm are most obvious. As Weber (1968, vol. 2, sec. 9: 937) has argued, the market declassifies culture: presenters of cultural events mix genres and cross
boundaries to reach out to larger audiences. T h e Boston Museum,
founded in the 1840s, mixed fine art and sideshow oddities, Shakespeare and theatrical ephemerata. For-profit galleries exhibited art as
spectacle: when J a m e s Jackson Jarves showed his fine collection of Italian primitives at Derby's Institute of Fine Arts in New York, 'the decor
of this . . . da77lingly ornate commercial emporium . . . caused much more
favorable comment than Jarves' queer old pictures' (Burt, 1977: 57).
If anything, commerce was even less favorable to the insulation of
high art in the performance media. Fine-art theatre in Boston never
seems to have got off the ground. And the numerous commercial orchestrac that either resided in or toured Boston during this period mixed
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T h e same writer describes the memorable

1

evening when a fantasia on themes from Wallace's "Maritana" was played
as a duet for mouth harmonica and the Great Organ; a combination, as
the program informed us, "never before attempted in the history of music!" (William F. Apthorp, quoted in owe, 1914).
As with the visual arts, the commercial treatment of serious music
tended to the extravagant rather than to the sacred. In 1869, an entrepreneur organized a Peace Jubilee to celebrate the end of the Civil War.
A structure large enough to accommodate 30,000 people was built (at
what would later be the first site of the Museum of Fine Arts) and 'star'
instrumentalists and vocalists were contracted to perform along with an
orchestra of 1000 and a chorus of 10,000. As a finale, the orchestra (which
included 330 strings, 75 drums and 8 3 tubas) played the anvil chorus
with accompaniment from a squadron of firemen beating anvils, and the
firing of live cannon (Fisher, 1918: 45-46).
An alternative form of organization, embraced by some musical societies, was the workers' co-operative, in which each member had a vote,
shared in the profits of the enterprise and elected a conductor from
among their number.' T h e co-operative was vulnerable to market incentives. Perhaps more important, however, it was (also like its privately
owned counterpart) unable to secure the complete allegiance of its members, who supported themselves by playing many different kinds of music in a wide range of settings. T h e early New York Philharmonic, for
example, performed as a group only monthly. Members anticipated the
concert
as a pleasant relief from more remunerative occupational duties, and the
rehearsal periods were cluttered up with routine business matters, from
which members could absent themselves with relative impunity (Mueller,
195 I : 4 1).

T h e lines dividing non-profit, co-operative, for-profit and public enterprise were not as strong in the nineteenth century as they would become in the twentieth. Civic-minded guarantors might hold stock in
commercial ventures with no hope of gaining a profit (e.g. Symphony
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Hall at the end of the century). T h e goals of the charitable corporation
were usually defined into its charter, but otherwise it legally resembled
its for-profit counterpart. Even less clearly defined was what I call the
voluntary association: closed associations of individuals (sometimes incorporated, sometimes not) to further the aims of the participating
mernbers, rather than of the community as a whole. For associations like
thc Handel and Haydn Society, which might give public concerts, or the
Athenaeum, which took an active r61e in public affairs, privateness was
relative. But, ulti~nately,each was a voluntary and exclusive instrument
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of its members.
Why were these communal associations ill-suited to serve as the organizational bases for high culture in Boston? Why could the Athenaeum, a private library, o r the Boston Art Club, which sponsored contemporary art shows (Boston Art Club, 1878), not have dcveloped
continuous programs of public exhibitions? Could not the Handel and
Haydn Society, the Harvard Musical Association (formed by Harvard
graduates who wished to pursue after graduation musical interests developed in the College's Pierian Sodality) o r one of the numerous singing circles have developed into a permanent orchestra? They faced no
commercial temptations to study, exhibit or perform any but the highest
art. (Indeed, the Harvard Musical Association's performances were so
austere as to give rise to the proverb 'dull as a symphony concert' (Howe,
1914: 8).
None of them, however, could, by the late nineteenth century, claim
to speak for the community as a whole, even if they chose to. Each represented only a fraction (although, in the case of Athenaeum, a very
large and potent fraction) of the elite; and, in the case of the musical
associations and the Art Club, members of the middle class and artistic
professionals were active as well. T h e culture of an elite status group
must be monopolized, it must be legitimate and it must be sacralized.
Boston's cultural capitalists would have to find a form able to achieve all'
these aims: a single organizational base for each art form; institutions
that could claim to serve the community, even as they defined the community to include only the elite and the upper-middle classes; and enough
social distance between artist and audience, between performer and public,
to permit the mystification necessary to define a body of artistic work as
sacred.
This they did in the period between 1870 and 1900. By the end of the
century, in art and music (but not in theatre [see Twentieth Century
Club, 1919; Poggi, 1968]), the differences between high- and popularculture artists and performers were becoming distinct, as were the p h y ~
ical settings in which high and popular art were presented.
T h e form that the distribution of high culture would take was the
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non-profit corporation, governed by a self-perpetuating board of trustees who, eventually, would delegate most artistic decisions to professional artists o r art historians (Zolberg, 1974, 1981). T h e charitable corporation was not designed to define a high culture that elites could
monopolize; nor are non-profit organizations by their nature exclusive.
But the non-profit corporation had five virtues that enabled it to play a
.key r61e in this instance. First, the corporation was a familiar and successful tool by which nineteenth-century elites organized their affairs
(see Fredrickson, 1965; Story, 1980; Hall, forthcoming). In the economic realm it enabled them to raise capital for such profitable ventures
as the Calumet and Hecla Mines, the western railroads and the telephone company. In the non-profit arena, it had been a useful instrument for elite communal governance at Harvard, the Massachusetts
General Hospital and a host of charitable institutions (Story, 1980). Second, by entrusting governance decisions to trustees who were committed
either to providing financial support o r to soliciting it from their peers,
the non-profit form effectively (if not completely) insulated museums
and orchestras from the pressures of the market. Third, by vesting control in a well integrated social and financial elite, the charitable corporation enabled its governors to rule without interference from the state o r
from other social classes. Fourth, those organizations whose trustees were
able to enlist the support of the greater part of the elite could provide
the stability needed for a necessarily lengthy process of defining art and
developing ancillary institutions to insulate high-cultural from popularcultural work, performance and careers. Finally, and less obviously, the
goals of the charitable corporation, unlike those of the profit-seeking
firm, are diffuse and ambiguous enough to accommodate a range of
conflicting purposes and changing ends. T h e broad charters of Boston's
major cultural organizations permitted their missions to be redefined
with time, and enabled their governors to claim (and to believe) that they
pursued communitarian goals even as they institutionalized a view and
vision of art that made elite culture less and less accessible to the vast
majority of Boston's citizens.
T H E C O N T E X T O F C U L T U R A L CAPITALISM

In almost every literate society, dominant status groups o r classes eventually have developed their own styles of art and the institutional means
of supporting them. It was predictable that this would happen in the
United States, despite the absence of an hereditary aristocracy. It is more
difficult, however, to explain the timing of this process. Dwight and others wished (but failed) to start a permanent professional symphony orchestra from at least the 1840s. T h e Athenaeum's proprietors tried to
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raise a public subscription to purchase the Jarves collection in the late
1850s, but they failed. What had changed?
Consider, first, the simple increase in scale and wealth between 1800
and 1870. At the time of the revolution, Boston's population was under
10,000. By 1800 it had riscn to 25,000; by 1846 it was 120,000. By 1870,
over a quarter of a million people lived in Boston (Lane, 1975). T h e
increase in the sizc of the local cultural market facilitated a boom in
theatre building in the 1830s (Nye, 1960: 264), a rise in the number and
stability of book and music stores (Fisher, 1918: 30) and the growth of
markets for theatre, music, opera, dancing and equestrian shows (Nye,
1960: 143). T h e growth of population was accompanied by an increase
in wealth. Boston's first fortunes were mercantile, the fruits of the China
trade, large by local, but small by national standards. In 1840, Boston
had but a handful of millionaires. By 1890, after post-Civil War booms
in railroads, mining, banking and comn~unications,there were 400 (Jaher,
1968, 1972; Story, 1980). Even the physical scale of the city changed
during this period: beginning in 1856, developers began filling in the
waters of the Back Bay, creating a huge tract of publicly owned land,
partially devoted to civic and cultural buildings. As wealthy outlanders
from Lawrence, Lynn and Lexington migrated to Beacon Hill and Cambridge, streetcars reduced the cost and the difficulty of travel to Boston
from its suburbs (Warner, 1970). In short, Boston was larger, wealthier
and more compact in 1870 than it had been 50 years before.
With growth came challenges to the stability of the community and to
the cultural authority (Starr, forthcoming) of elites. Irish immigrants
flowed into Boston from the 1840s to work in the city's industrial enterprises (Handlin, 1972; Thernstrom, 1972); industrial employment r6les
doubled between 1845 and 1855 (Handlin, 1972). With industry and
immigration came disease, pauperism, alcoholism, rising infant mortality and vice. T h e Catholic Irish were, by provenance and religion, outside the consensus that the Brahmins had established. By 1900, 30% of
Boston's residents were foreign-born and 70% were of foreign parentage (Green, 1966: 102). By the close of the Civil War, Boston's immigrants were organizing to challenge the native elite in the political arena
(Solomon, 1956).
I i immigration and industrialization wrought traumatic changes in
the city's social fabric, the political assault on Brahmin institutions by
native populists proved even more frightening. T h e Know-Nothings who
captured state government in the 1850s attacked the social exclusivity of
Harvard College frontally, amending its charter and threatening state
control over its governance, hiring and admissions policies (Story, 1980).
Scalded by these attacks, Boston's leadership retreated from the public
sector to found a system of non-profit organizations that permitted them
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to maintain some control over the community even as they lost their
command of its political institution^.^
Story (1980) argues persuasively that this political challenge, and the
wave of institution-building that followed it, transformed the Brahmins
from an elite into a social class."^ a social class, the Brahmins built
institutions (schools, almshouses and charitable societies) aimed at securing control over the city's social life (Huggins, 1971; Vogel, 1981). As a
status group, they constructed organizations (clubs, prep schools and
cultural institutions) to seal themselves off from their increasingly unruly environment. Thus Vernon Parrington's only partially accurate observation that 'The Brahmins conceived the great business of life to be
the erection of barriers against the intrusion of the unpleasant' (quoted
in Shiverick, 1970: 129). T h e creation of a network of private institutions that could define and monopolize high art was an essential part of
this process of building cultural boundaries.
T h e Brahmin class, however, was neither large enough to constitute
a public for large-scale arts organizations, nor was it content to keep its
cultural achievements solely to itself. Alongside of, and complicating, the
Brahmins' drive towards exclusivity was a conflicting desire, as they saw
it, to educate the community. T h e growth of the middle class during this
period-a class that was economically and socially closer to the working
class and thus in greater need of differentiating itself from it culturallyprovided a natural clientele for Boston's inchoate high culture. While we
have all too little information about the nature of the visitors to Boston's
Museum o r of the audiences for the Symphony, it seems certain from
contemporary accounts (and sheer arithmetic) that many of them were
middle class. T h e same impulse that created the markets for etiquette
and instruction books in the mid-nineteenth century helped populate
the galleries and concert halls of the century's last quarter (Nye, 1960;
Douglas, 1978).
CULTURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP: T H E MUSEUM O F FINE ARTS
AND T H E BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

T h e first step in the creation of a high culture was the centralization of
artistic activities within institutions controlled by Boston's cultural capitalists. This was accomplished with the foundings of the Museum of Fine
Arts and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. These institutions were to
provide a framework, in the visual arts and music, respectively, for the
definition of high art, for its segregation from popular forms and for
the elaboration of an etiquette of appropriation.
Bostonians had sought to found a museum for some time before 1870.
In 1858, the state legislature, dominated by factions unfriendly to Bos-
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ton's elite, refused to provide Back Bay land for a similar venture (Harris, 1962: 548). The immediate impetus for the Museum, however, was
a bequest by Colonel Timothy Bigelow Lawrence of an armor collection
too large for the Athenaeum's small gallery to accommodate. Three years
earlier the Athenaeum's Fine Arts Committee had suggested that the
galleries be expanded, but nothing had been done. With the Lawrence
bequest, and his widow's offer to contribute a wing to a new gallery, the
trustees voted that

lected for the building. Of this amount, the largest gift was $25,000, only
two were larger than $5000 and all but $100,000 came from over 1000
gifts of less than $2000 from such sources as local newspapers, publicschool teachers and workers at a piano factory. (By contrast, when the
Museum sought to raise $400,000 for new galleries and an endowment
15 years later, $218,000 of the-initial $240,000 in contributions came
from a mere 58 donors (Whitehill, 1970: 42).)
One reason for the breadth of early support was that the Museum,
although in private hands, was to be a professedly m m u n i t a r i a n and
educational venture. The Board of Trustem contaioed a hrge segment
of the Brahmin class: A11 but one of the first 23 t m t e e s were proprietors
of the Athenaeum; 11 were members s f the Saturday Club, while many
others were members of the Somerset and St Bobolph's clubs; most were
graduates of Harvard and many were actiw in its affairs. The public
nature of the Board was further e m p h a s k l by the inclusion on it of
permanent and ex-officio appointments: from Harvard, MIT and Athenaeum; the Mayor, the Chairman of && Bestan Public Library's board,
the trustee of the Lowell Ins~ttaw,"tYxf k r e ~ r yof the State Board of
Education and the SupeYeriPltendmt af Boston's schools. The trustees
dedicated the institution to educa&m; one hoped that the breadth of the
board's membership would ensure &BE (the Museum's managers would
be 'prevented from squandering their funds upon the private fancies of
would-be connoisseurs'. Indeed, the =ti& of incorporation required
that the Museum be open Eiee oT dm@ at least four times a month.
The public responded by flooding T$u: Museum on free weekend days in
the early years (Harris, 1962: 48-52).
The centralization of the visual arts m u n d a museum required only
the provision of a building and an iwtffufutioncontrolled by a board of
civic-minded members of the elite. The Museum functioned on a relatively small budget in its early years, under the direction of Charles Greely
Loring, a Harvard graduate and Civil War general, who had studied
Egyptology when his physician sent him to the banks of the Nile. The
Museum's founders, facing the need to raise substantial funds, organized both private and public support carefully, mobilizing a consensus
in favor of their project from the onset.
By contrast, the Boston Symphony Orchestra was, for its first years at
least, a one-man operation, forced to wrest hegemony over Boston's musical life from several contenders, each with its own coterie of elite support. That Henry Lee Higginson, a partner in the brokerage firm of
Lee, Higginson, was able to do so was a consequence of the soundness
of his organizational vision, the firmness of hi commitment, and, equally
important, his centrality to Boston's economic and social elite.
In a sense, Higginson began as a relative outsider. Although his fa-

the present i s a proper time for making an appeal to the public and especially to the friends of the Fine Arts, to raise the sum required to make
available Mrs. Lawrence's proposed donation, and, if possible, to provide
even larger means to carry out so noble a design in the confident hope that
it may be attended with success . . . (Whitehill, 1970: 6-8).
A new museum promised to solve problems for several of Boston's elite
institutions: Harvard had a collection of prints for which it sought a firesafe depository, and MIT and the American Social Science Association
possessed collections of architectural casts too large for them to store
conveniently. After a series of meetings between the Athenaeum trustees and other public and private decision makers, it was decided to raise
money for a museum on a tract of land in the Back Bay: (The land,
owned by the Boston Water Power Company, was made available through
the intervention of Mathias Denman Ross, a local developer who was
keenly aware of the effects of public and cultural buildings on the value
of nearby real estate.) In 1870 the state legislature chartered the enterprise and, with the help of the Athenaeum, which sponsored exhibitions
throughout this period, fund-raising began.'
The initial aspirations of the Museum founders were somewhat modest. The key figure in the founding was Charles Callahan Perkins, greatnephew of a China-trade magnate, kinsman of the chairman of the Athenaeum's Fine Arts Committee and himself President of the B o s t o ~Art
Club. Perkins wrote two books on Italian sculpture in the 1860s, championed arts education in Boston's public schools and served as head of
the American Social Science Association's arts-education panel in 1869.
(He had studied painting and sculpture in Europe for almost 10 years,
before concluding that he lacked the creativity to be a good artist.) Perkins, in a report to the ASSA had asserted 'the feasibility of establishing
a regular Museum of Art at moderate expense', with primarily educational aims. Since Boston's collections had few originals, he recommended that the new collection consist of reproductions, primarily plaster casts of sculpture and architecture.
The breadth of response to the first appeal for funds for the museum
is striking. Although the economy was not robust, $261,425 was col-
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CULTURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN BOSTON

He thus "makes a corner" in orchestral players, and monopolizes these for
his own concerts and those of the Handel and Haydn Society. . . . Mr.
Higginson's gift bccomes an imposition, it is something that we must receive, or else we look musical starvation in the face. It is as if a man sh011ld
make a poor friend a present of several baskets of champagne and, at the
same time, cut off his whole water supply.

Orchestra's employees, and the issue of discipline was foremost in his
mind from the beginning. In an early plan for the Orchestra, he suggested engaging a conductor and eight to ten exceptionally good younger
musicians from outside Boston at a fixed salary, 'who would be ready at
my call to play anywhere, and then to draw around them the best of our
Boston musicians, thus refreshing and renewing the present orchestra,
and getting more nearly possession of it . . .' (Howe, 1914: 28). At that
time, exclusive employment contracts were so rare that the more timid
Henschel, after agreeing to serve as conductor, tried to convince Higginson to abandon his insistence on total commitment. 'I assure you', he
wrote as the first orchestra was being assembled,

A more populist newspaper complained that the 'monopoly of music'
was 'an idea that could scarcely have emanated from any association except that of deluded wealth with arrant charlatanism'. Even M w i c , a New
York publication originally friendly to Higginson's efforts, called his
contract
a direct stab at the older organizations and rival conductors of Boston. It
means that one or two organizations may make efforts to place their concerts on the off days which Mr. Henschel has been pleased to allow them,
but some must be left in the cold, orchestraless and forlorn. . . . T h e manner in which the proposal was made was also one that forebodes tyranny.
Some of the oldest members of the Orchestra, men whose services to music
in Boston have entitled them to deference and respect, were omitted altogether, and will be left out of the new organization. It was intimated strongly
that in case the offer was rejected by the men, their places would be filled
from the ranks of European orchestras (Howe, 1914: 67-69).

Higginson and his orchestra weathered the storm. Attendance stayed
u p and, within a year, his was the only orchestral association in Boston,
co-existing peacefully with the smaller Handel and Haydn Society. In
order to achieve the kind of ensemble he desired, however, Higginson
had to ensure that his musicians would commit their time and their attention to the BSO alone, and accept his (and his agent's, the conductor's) authority as inviolate. Since, in the past, all musicians, whatever
their affiliations, were freelancers upon whom no single obligation weighed
supreme, accomplishing these aspirations required a fundamental change
in the relationship between musicians and their employers.
In part, effecting this internal monopolization of attention was simply
a matter of gaining an external monopoly of classical-music performance. With the surrender of the Philharmonic Society and the Harvard
Musical Association, two major competitors for the working time of Boston's musicians disappeared. Nonetheless, while his musicians were now
more dependent upon the BSO for their livelihoods, and thus more
amenable to his demands, his control over the work force was still challenged by the availability of light-music or dance engagements, teaching
commitments and the tradition of lax discipline to which the players
were accustomed.
Throughout his life, Higginson fought to maintain control over the
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that is the best thing we can do, and if you have any confidence in my
judgment, pray drop all conditions in the contract except those relating to
our own welfare. I mean now the conditions of discipline, etc. (Perry, 1921:
299).

Despite his frequent assertions that he yielded in all cases to his conductors' advice on orchestral matters, Higginson, as we have seen, insisted
on exclusive contracts in the orchestra's second year, threatening to break
any strike with the importation of European players. Although he won
that battle, he nonetheless replaced the locals gradually, over the course
of the next decade, with new men with few Boston ties, mostly European, of greater technical accomplishment, upon whose loyalty he could
count (Howe, 1914: 121-123).
I n this, Higginson was not merely following a European model. 'My
contracts', he wrote an associate in 1888, 'are very strong, indeed much
stronger than European contracts usually are . . .' (Perry, 1921: 398).
Characteristic of the orchestra contract was section 12:
If said musician fails to play to the satisfaction of said Higginson, said
Higginson may dismiss said musician from the Orchestra, paying his salary
to the time of dismissal, and shall not be liable to pay him any compensation or damages for such dismissal (Perry, 1921: 398).

Higginson was undeniably an autocrat. In later years he rejected the
suggestions of friends to place the Orchestra under a board of trustees;
and h e used the threat of discontinuing his annual subventions as a bludgeon to forestall the unionization of the players. Yet Higginson accomplished what all orchestras would have to achieve if orchestral work was
to be separated permanently from the playing of popular music and
Dwight's dream of a permanent orchestra devoted to high-art music
achieved: the creation of a permanent musical work force, under exclusive contract, willing to accept without question the authority of the conductor.
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T H E B R A H M I N S AS A N O R G A N I Z A T I O N - F O R M I N G CLASS

T h e Museum of Fine Arts and the Boston Symphony Orchestra were
both organizations embedded in a social class, formal organizations whose
official structure was draped around the ongoing life of the group that
governed, patronized, and staffed them.g They were not separate products of different segments of an elite; or of artists and critics who mobilized wealthy men to bankroll their causes. Rather they were the creations of a densely connected self-conscious social group intensely unified
by multiple ties among its members based in kinship, commerce, club
life and participation in a wide range of philanthropic associations. Indeed, if, as Stinchcombe (1965) has argued, there are 'organizationforming organizations'-organizations that spawn off other organizations i r ~profusion-there are also organization-forming status groups,
and the Brahmins were one of these. This they could be not just because
of their cnltural or religious convictions (to which Green (1966), Baltzell
(1979) ancl Hall (forthcoming) have called attention), but because they
were integrated by their families' marriages, their Harvard educations,
their joint business ventures, their memberships in a web of social clubs
and their trusteeships of charitable and cultural organizations. This integration is exemplified in the associations of Higginson, and in the ties
betwcen the Museum and the Orchestra during the last 20 years of the
nineteenth century.
It is likely that Higginson's keen instinct for brokerage-and the obligations he accrued as principal in one of Boston's two major housesserved him well in his efforts to establish the Orchestra. At first glance,
Higginson's achievement in creating America's first elite-governed permanent symphony orchestra in Boston appears to be the work of a rugged individualist. On closer inspection, we see that it was precisely Higginson's centrality to the Brahmin social structure that enabled him to
succeed. Only a lone, centrally located entrepreneur could have done
what Higginson did, because to d o so ruffled so many feathers: a comniittee would have compronlised with the supporters of other musical
associarions and with the patrons of the more established local musicians. Nonetheless, if Higginson's youthful marginality permitted the attempt, it was his eventual centrality that enabled him to succeed. His
career illustrates the importance of kinship, commerce, clubs and philanthropy in Boston elite life. Ties in each of these areas reinforced those
in the others; each facilitated the success of the Orchestra, and each
brought him into close connection with the cultural capitalists active in
the MFA and led, eventually, to his selection as a Museum trustee.
Higginson was born a cousin to some of the leading families in Boston: the Cabots, the Lowells, the Perkinses, the Morses, the Jacksons, the

I
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Channings and the Paines, among others (Perry, 1921: 14). (The first
four of these families produced trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts
during Higginson's lifetime. His kinsman Frances W. Higginson was also
a Museum trustee.) In Cambridge, he was close to Charles Lowell and,
after his first European adventure, he studied with Samuel Eliot, a cousin
of Harvard President Charles W. Eliot, and later a trustee of the Museum. During this period, he spent a great deal of time in the salon-like
household o l Louis Agassiz, befriending the scientistb son and marrying
his daughter. So close did Henry remain to his Harvard classmates that,
despite his withdrawal after freshman year, they permitted him to take
part in their class's Commencement exercises.
When Henry went into business, he brought his family and college
ties with him. A contemporary said of the Lee, Higginson firm, it 'owed
in some measure to family alliances its well-advised connections with the
best financial enterprises of the day' (Perry, 1921: 272). Indeed, Higginson's first successful speculation was his investment in the Calumet and
Hecla mines, at the behest of his in-laws Agassiz and Shaw (the latter an
early donor of paintings to the Museum). T h e family firm was instrumental in the development of the western railroads, through the efforts
of cousin Charles Jackson Paine. In this enterprise, Higginson associated
with John M. Forbes and with Charles H. Perkins (kinsman of the MFA
founder). Higginson was so intimate with the latter that he invested Perkins' money without consultation. Lee, Higginson made a fortune in the
telephone company, and Higginson, in later years, was a director of
General Electric. In some of these ventures, the firm co-operated with
other Boston financiers. Higginson was on close terms with his competitors Kidder of Kidder, Peabody (the Museum's first treasurer) and Endicott, President of the New England Trust and Suffolk Savings (and
the Museum's second treasurer). Gardiner Martin Lane was a partner in
Lee, Higginson when he resigned his position to assume the Museum's
presidency in 1907.
Higginson was also an active clubman, a member of the Tavern Club
(and its President for twenty years), the Wednesday Evening Club, the
Wintersnight, Friday Night and Officers Clubs, New York's Knickerbocker Club and, from 1893, the Saturday Club. Among his Tavern Club
colleagues were Harvard's Charles Eliot Norton (spiritual godfather of
the Museum's aesthetes). William Dean Howells and Henry Lee. At the
Friday Club he consorted with Howells, William James and Henry Adams.
At the Saturday Club, his clubmates included the MFA's Thomas Gold
Appleton and Martin Rrimmer.
In the 18905, Higginson's career in Boston philanthropy blossomed.
(By now he was on the MFA's Board. Earlier, when the Museum's first
President, Martin Brimmer, asked Charles Eliot Norton if Higginson
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should be invited, Norton wrote back that 'Higginson would be excel- ,
lent, but he never attends meetings' (Harris, 1962: 5511.1 He lavished
most of his attention (beyond that devoted to the Orchestra) on Harvard, which elected him a Fellow in 1893. He gave Harvard Soldiers
Field and a new student union, was Treasurer of Radcliffe College, played
a key r61e in the founding of the Graduate School of Business, patronized the medical school and gave anonymous gifts to deserving faculties.'O Higginson's position as Fellow of Harvard placed him at the summit of Boston's institutional life and undoubtedly reinforced his contacts
with the Museum's trustees and friends. His personal art collection, which
included Turners, Corots and Rodins, encouraged such interactions as
well. (In 1893, he donated a valuable Dutch master to the MFA.)
T ~ U Swas the Orchestra's founder embedded in the Brahmin cornmunity. When Lee, Higginson furnished an emergency loan of $17,000
to the Museum of Fine Arts in 1889, with little prospect of repayment,
was this because he was on the Board; was it a consequence of %ginson's kinship ties with the Cabots, Perkinses or Lowells; his business al[iances with Kidder or Endicott; his club friendship with Norton; Harvard ties to the Eliots? The range of possibilities renders the question
trivial and illustrates how closely knit was Higginson's world.
In 1893, when Higginson demanded that Boston build him a new and
suitable Symphony Hall, lest he abandon the Orchestra to bankruptcy
and dissolution, the initial appeal for funds was signed by a broad cross
section of the city's elite: his friends and kinsmen Agassiz, Lodge, h w ell, Lee and John Lowell Gardner; Harvard's Eliot, Norton, ~ongfellow,
Shattuck and Parkman; Peabody of Kidder Peabody, to name a few.
Present on the list were at least four of Higginson's fellow MFA trustees:
the President (Martin Brimmer), the Treasurer (by now, John L. Gardner), Eliot and ort ton." The group raised over $400,000, a substantial
stake in that financially troubled year.
CONCLUSIONS

The Museum of Fine Arts and the Boston Symphony Orchestra were
creations of the Brahmins, and the Brahmins alone. As such, their origins
are easier to understand than were British or Continental efforts in which
aristocrats and bourgeoisie played complex and interrelated r6les (Wolff,
1982).The Brahmins were a status group, and as such they strove ~0wards
exclusivity, towards the definition of a prestigious culture that they could
monopolize as their own. Yet they were also a social class, and the)' were
concerned, as is any dominant social class, with establishing hegemony
over s hose they dominated. Some Marxist students of culture have misinterpreted the cultural institutions as efforts to dictate taste or to incul-
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cate the masses with the ideas of elites. Certainly, the cultural capitalists,
consummate organizers and intelligent men and woman, were wise enough
to understand the impossibility of socializing the masses in institutions
from which they effectively were barred. Their concern with education,
however, was not simply window-dressing or an effort at public relations. Higginson, for example, devoted much of his fortune to American
universities and secondary schools. He once wrote a kinsman, from whom
he sought a donation of $100,000 for Harvard, 'Educate, and save ourselves and our families and our money from the mobsl' (Perry, 1921:
329). Moreover, a secret or thoroughly esoteric culture could not have
served to legitimate the status of American elites; it would be necessary
to share it, at least partially. T h e tension between monopolization and
hegemony, between exclusivity and legitimation, was a constant counterpoint to the efforts at classification of American urban elites.
This explains, in part, the initial emphasis on education at the Museum of Fine Arts. Yet, from the first, the Museum managers sought to
educate through distinguishing true from vulgar art-at first, cautiously,
later with more conMen.nce. In rht yeam that followed they would place
increased emphasis on the original art that became available to them,
until they abandoned reproductions altogether and with them their emphasis on education. In a less dramatic way, the Orchestra, which began
with an artistic mandate, would further classify the contents of its programs and frame the aesthetic experience in the years to come.
In s t r u a u ~however,
,
the Museum and the Orchestra were similar
innovations. Each was private, controlled by members of the Brahmin
class, and established on the corporate model, dependent on private philanthropy and relatively long-range financial planning; each was sparely
~ f fand
drelied for much of its management on elite volunteers; and
each counted gmong its founders wealthy men with considerable scholarly or artistic credentials who were centrally located in Boston's elite
social structure. The Museum was established under broad auspices for
the education of the community as a whole; the Orchestra was created
by one man in the service of art and of those in the community with the
sophistication or motivation to appreciate it. Within 40 years, the logic
of cultural capitalism would moderate sharply, if not eliminate, these
historically grounded differences. The Symphony would come to resemble the Museum in charter and governance, and the Museum would
abandon its broad social mission in favor of aestheticism and an elite
The creation of the MFA, the BSO and similar organizations
throughout the United States created a base through which the ideal of
high culture could be given institutional flesh. The alliance between class
and culture that emerged was defined by, and thus inseparable from, its
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organizational mediation. As a consequence, t h e classification 'high culturelpopular culture' is comprehensible only in its dual sense as characterizing both a ritual classification a n d t h e organizational systems that
give that classification meaning.

social acceptance by cmploying the BSO to entertain at one of her partics (Carter,
1925), an action that would have required Higginson's approval. After her palace opencd (more or less) to the public in 1909, Higginson presented her with a
book compiled by her admircrs (Green, 1966: 112).

NOTES

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

1. T h e process, in other Amcrican cities, was to a large extent influenced by
the Boston model. A final, more mundane, consideration reconlnlends Boston
as the focus for this study. T h e work in this paper is still in an exploratory stage,
at which I am plundering history rather than writing it; the prolixity of nineteenth-century Boston's Inen and women of letters and the dedication and quality of her local historians makes Boston an ideal site for such an enterprise.
2. In a third sense, 'cultural capital' might refer to the entrepreneurs of popular culture-the Barnums, the Keiths, the Shuberts and others-who turned
culturc into profits. While we will not consider this group at any length, we must
rcmember that it was in opposition to their activities that the former defined
their own.
3. My debt to Bernstein (1975a, b) and to Mary Douglas (1966) is evident
here. My use of the tcrms 'classification' and 'framing' is similar to Bernstein's.
4. See Couch (1976a, b) and Mueller (1951: 37ff.) for Inore detailed descriptions of this form.
5. Shiverick (1970) notes the contrast between the founding of the public
library in the 1850s and that of the private art museum 20 years later, both
enterprises in which Athenaeum members were central.
6. I use the term 'class' to refer to a self-conscious elite united by bonds of
economic interest, kinship and culture (sce Tholnpson, 1966: 8; Story, 1980: xi).
7. This section relies heavily upon Walter Muir Whitehill's classic two-volume
history of the Museum (1970) and, to a lesser extent, on Neil Harris' fine paper
(1962) lor its facts, albeit not for their interpretation.
8. In Henry Adams' words, 'Higginson, after a desperate struggle, was forced
into State Street' (Adams, 1928: 210). In later years, Higginson told a relative
that 'he never walked into 44 State Strect without wanting to sit down on the
doorstep and cry' (Perry, 1921: 135).
9. I n James Thompson's terms, they were organizations whose resource dependencies all coincided. For their financial support, for their governance and
for their clients, they lookcd to a class whose mcmbers were 'functionally interdependent and interact[ed] regularly with rcspect to I-eligious, economic, recreational, and governmental matters' (Thompson, 1967: 27).
10. Higginson, whose vision extended beyond Boston, also gave generously
to Princeton, Williams, the University o r Virginia and Middlesex, and sent the
Orchestra to play, at his expense, at Williams, Princeton and Yale.
11. Higginson's relationship with Gardner and his mildly scandalous wife
Isabella Stewart Gardner, is revealing. When Isabella, a New Yorker, entered
Boston society in the 1880s, she was accorded a frosty reception. According to
Morris Carter, hel- biographer and the firs1 Director of her-collection, shc won

For advice a n d encouragement I a m indebted t o Randall Collins, David
Karen, Michael Schudson, A n n Swidler a n d to t h e members of Professor
Mary Douglas's 'Mass Media a n d Mythology' seminar a t t h e New York
University Institute f o r t h e Humanities, o f T h e d a Skocpol's graduate
research seminar a t Harvard University a n d o f Paul Hirsch's production-of-culture session a t t h e 1980 Sociology a n d t h e Arts conference in
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